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1. Introduction

Currently, network operators take much time to learn net-
work configuration commands for their equipment. To sup-
port the learning, Intent-based networking (IBN) is pro-
posed, which aims to translate the network operator’s intent
described by natural language to real network configuration.
Ref. [1] is the latest IBN scheme, which can translate the
operator’s intent into the network commands. However, as
shown in the left of Fig.1, it must pass the intermediate lan-
guage translation step, which needs lots of translation rules.
To save this cost, we propose a new IBN scheme without the
intermediate language translation. Our IBN scheme directly
finds corresponding network commands for an operator’s in-
put by using deep learning. In evaluation, we confirmed
our IBN scheme can extract network operator’s intents and
generate configurations with a high probability.

2. Proposed scheme

We regard our IBN scheme as a question-answering sys-
tem (QA system), which returns the corresponding network
command from the QA database when the operator inputs a
question (i.e., intent) described by natural language (Right
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of Fig.1). The QA database stores the pairs of a network
command and the corresponding document. Receiving the
operator’s intent (e.g., Configure the host IP address), QA
system searches the similar document from QA database.
Here, we apply SBERT [2] as the search function, which
calculates similarities between the intent and each document
and outputs the corresponding network command candidates
taking Top-𝑘 highest similarity. Receiving the output, the
operator selects the appropriate one (e.g., SetIP command)
from the candidates, and applies it to a network setting.

3. Evaluation

We aim to build a network environment which consists of
a switch and hosts connecting to the switch by using our
QA system on Mininet [3]. In detail, we use a building sce-
nario (i.e., config) with some noise as the inputs and check
the corresponding returns from the QA system whether the
output, which is the corresponding network command candi-
dates taking Top-𝑘 highest similarity (𝑘 = 1, 3, 5), includes
the correct command. Notes that the noise indicates the re-
placement of words with their synonyms and the addition
of a noisy word. With these settings, against the building
scenario with 100 noise patterns, we evaluate the success
probability that the correct answer is included in the re-
turn. As a result, the success probabilities were 12%(𝑘 = 1),
89%(𝑘 = 3), and 96%(𝑘 = 5). This result showed that
network operators probably select the correct network com-
mand that meets their intent for 𝑘 ≥ 5. Thus, we conclude
that our IBN scheme can generate configurations with a high
probability.
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